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Within a flow assembly shop a multiple component 
item can be identified for specific customer orders at 
the start or end of the assembly production process. If 
customer orders are identified at the beginning, then 
raw material is dedicated at this point for the manu-
facturing of these orders. An alternative method would 
be to move the point of customer order identity to the 
end of the assembly process. The assembly shop would 
then become a generator of unallocated inventories against 
which customer orders could be matched. This,point of 
identity, when used to specify specific customer orders, 
affects both machine throughput and in-process inventory 
levels. To date, there have been ·no studies made to 
determine which approach, if either, affords the most 
optimal shop operation. 
To study the effect of moving the point of customer 
order identity a mathematical model was developed, and 
actual shop data from a Western Electric Cable Plant was 
used to determine the model's feasibility. An extension 
of a mathematical model present.ed by Kornbluth and 
Lepage· (2.3] was used in the formulation of the cable shop 
under cons.ideration. The solution of ,the model was via a 
I 




The measure of effect on shop performance was machine 
thro~ghput. 
The results of this initial investigation for a 
limited number of cable core types indicated that machine 
throughput could, in fact, be increased over planning 
horizons of 24 and 36 hours when the point of customer 
order identity was moved to a later operation. This 
increase in throughput was due, in part, to a reduction 
of set-up cha~ges with a slight increase in unallocated 
in-process inventories. With a planni~g horizon of 48 
hours greater machine throughput was realized,with an 
increase in machine idle time at the second assembly 
operation,by leaving the point of customer order identity 
at the b~ginning of the assembly operation. 
0 
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Consider a cable manufacturi~g plant which is 
divided into two areas (see Figure 1), the wire shop 
and the assembly shop. Although the areas are physically 
under the same roof there is a distinct difference in 
the nature of their operation. The wire shop produces 
twisted wire for inventory which is the buffer stock 
between the two shops, and the assembly shop generates 
customer orders that are due to be delivered within a 
one week horizon time. Theoretically, this means the 
assembly shop does not create unallocated in-process 
or finished goods inventories. 
The first operation in the wire shop is the 
reduction of copper rod to 12 or 13 gauge wire. This 
intermediate size wire is further reduced to a final 
size of 19, 22, 24, or 26 gauge, and a plastic insula-
tion is applied at a tandem insulating operation. Finally, 
the single conductors are twisted together to form pairs. 
In the assembly shop the twisted pairs are again twisted 
together to form units or small cable cores with a range 
in size of 6 to 100 pairs at the stranding operation. 
If la~ger cable cores are desired the units are ~gain 







cable cores with up to 900 pairs. The cable cores, 
large and small, are then sent to the sheathing 
operation where a protective sheath is applied to 
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The twisted wire inventory must be maintained in 
such a manner as to ensure the stranding operation has 
the r~ght twisted pairs available. Inventory control 
is accomplish.ed by means of a simple "smoke-stack" 
procedure. At the start of each shift a physical in-
ventory report is posted on a board for each twish le~gth. 
If the inventory for a particular twist le~gth is less 
than a certain level, then set-up changes are made from 
those twisting machines whose inventory is not bei~g 
drawn from to increase the reduced inventory. This is a 
simple means by which the wire shop can plan its produc-
tion so the assembly shop has the right type of wire for 
its operation. 
As stat.ed previously, the assembly shop production 
is based on customer orders that are identified at the 
stranding operation. As shown in F~gure 1, an alternative 
method would be to move the point of .identity to the 
sheathing operation. The strandi~g and cabli~g operations 
would now become generators of inventory against which 
specific orders are matched at the sheathing operation. 
In other words, the boundaries of the • wire shop would be 
extend.ed into the assembly shop. To date, there have 
been no studies made to determine which appro.ach, if 
either, affords the most optimal sequenci~g schedule. 
Since orde:,;-s are now sequenced thro~gh the three assembly 
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operations, this ensures, at the expense of shop 
efficiency, that service is met with a minimum of 
in-process and finished goods inventories. 
It is worth pointing out that the. wire shop main-
tains high throughput and capacity utilization because 
their operation does not depend directly on specific 
· customer orders. Their main concern is generating 
buffer inventory which is later applied to orders. 
The objective of this invest~gation is to measure 
the effect of moving the point of customer identity from 
the stranding to the sheathing operation. A measure of 
the effect is the extent the assembly shop increases 
throughput and capacity utilization. Multi-unit cables 
will be split into sub-units which, in turn, would be 
handled as individual jobs. As a tool for analysis, a 
mathematical model of the strandi~g and cabling operation 
is formulated. Since inventory and set-up times have a 
direct effect in determining the feasibility of moving 
the point of job identity, the article by Kornbluth and 
Lepage (23] leads itself, with modificati·on, to such an 
investigation. In their multiple stage, multiple parallel 
machine continuous flow production model the question the 
model attempted to answer was, can a minimum number of 
items be produced in a given schedule horizon? And if· 
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capacity were reached? Set~up times and in-process in-
~ ventory were included in their model for determini~g the 
optimal sequence. The solution to the model was obtained 
usi~g a restricted entry technique similar to the one 
used in separable programmi~g. This technique overcomes 
the size limitations set by zero-one integer programming 
formulations in the solution of la~ge realistic problems. 
Because actual shop data from a cable manufacturing 
plant will be used to evaluate the model, the results 
will be scaled to preserve their proprietary nature. 
While the absolute meaning of the results is destroyed, 
the evaluation of the feasibility of the model for the 








REVIEW OF THE STATE OF THE ART 
Sequenci~g has been a top.ic of cons.iderable 
research in recent years. Though the basic problem 
of optimally sequenci~g production is_ generally the 
same, the individual research differs significantly 
' by the assumptions made with respect to the production 
system and ·the nature of the work to be performed with-
in the system. Usually the system to be studied can 
be described by making the appropriate choice from 
each of the following five classifications: 
1. Type of production environment. 
a. Flow shop 
b. Job shop 
2. Jobs available for processi~g. 
a. N-finite deterministic jobs 
b. An undetermined number of jobs arrivi~g 
continuously, but randomly. This is 
often referred to as a stochastic system. 
3. Number of component parts comprisi~g a job. 
a. Si~gle-component jobs 
b. Multiple-component jobs 
8 
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·--,4. Number of stages a component part passes \ •;,, 
through until a desired state is reached. 
a. Single-stage operation 
b. Multiple-stage operations 
5. Number of machines wi.thin a given stage. 
a. Single-machine stage 
b. Multiple-parallel machine stages 
Thus a (la-2a-3a-4a-5a) classification of a system would 
describe one in which N deterministic single-component 
j_obs are to be sequenced through a one machine, one stage 
flow shop. In the literature most of the work that has 
been done with regard to the sequencing problem appears 
to be of the (la-2a-3a-4a-5a), (la-2a-3a-4a-5b), 
(la-2a-3a-4b-5a), and (la-2a-3b-4a-Sb) variety. For 
representive examples of these systemssee Bowmann [5], 
Dantzig [6], Dudek and Ghare [8], Elmaghraby [11], 
Gilmore and Gomory (14], Glassey [15], Manne [25], 
Smith (31], and Young [35]. 
A stochastic system differs from a deterministic 
system in that probabilistic elements enter intC,the 
formulation in one of the three forms: (1) the set of 
N jobs is dynamically varying in a stochastic fashion, 
(2) the requirements of each job (concerning route, 
processing times, engineering content, etc.) vary 
stochastically, (3) the characteristics of the processors 
..... .& .. 
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·(availability, suitability, number of processors, and 
so forth) change stochastically [10). The order in 
which the machine numbers appear in the operation 9£ 
individual jobs determines whether a shop is a flow 
shop or a job shop. A flow shop is one in which all 
the jobs follow essentially the same path from one 
machine to another. This is contrasted by the job 
shop where each job has its own individual route over 
the machines in the shop. 
Four of the basic approaches to the solution of 
the deterministic sequencing problems are: (1) Com-
binatorial analysis, (2) Graphical analysis, (3) Heuristic 
algorithms, (4) Mathematical programming. Combinatorial 
approaches are based on the changing of one permutation 
to another by "switching around" of jobs that satisfy 
a given criterion. The fundamental concept in this 
approach can best be expressed by-a theorem which was 
developed by Smith [31]. Their efficiency depends on 
how effectively enumeration is curtailed. To date, the 
effort with these approaches has proved the most success-
ful in the search of exact solutions. Literature 
references for combinatorial approaches include papers· 
by Bellman [4], Gapp, Mannkekar, and Mitten [12], Gilmore 
and.Gomory [14], and Smith [31]. 
10 
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' Graphical approaches are based upon a geometric 
interpretation of feasible schedules that are repre-
sented by paths in an N-dimensional rectangle. The 
algorithm is not limited by the number of machines, 
but it becomes unwieldy as the problem size increases. 
Hardgrave and Nemhauser [18] developed the approach 
for a 2-job M-machine problem but were quick to point 
out that hand computations appeared to be practicad 
for at most three jobs. 
According to Elmaghraby [10] heuristic approaches 
are based on two principle concepts: 
1. The use of controlled enumeration techniques 
for considering all potential solutions. 
2. The elimination from explicit consideration 
of particular potential solutions which 
are known to be unacceptable. 
Heuristic algorithms have presented the best approaches, 
with regard to computational effort, to very large 
problems yielding near optimal solutions but with no 
guarantee of optimality. If carried to completion, they 
do guarantee the discovery of an acceptable solution if 
one exists, or the knowledge that none exist. Their 
basic advantage has been the relatively small computation 
effort required for any size problem. Tonge [32] suggests 
that this approach is at best an art since there is no 
11 
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underlying analytic framework. 
General mathematical programming approaches include 
linear, dynamic, convex, quadratic programming, integer 
programming, networks of flow, Lagrangian methods, and 
the like. The following are representative of the great 
number of articles that have been published on this 
subject: Bowman [5], Dantzig [6], Dudek [8], Elmaghraby 
(11], Glassey [15], Gorenstein (16], Greenbery (17], 
Harris [19], Kornbluth and Lepage [23], Manne [25], 
Palmer [27], Rothlsofp (28], Senju and Toyoda (29], Von 
Lanzenover [33], and Wagner (34]. Mathematical program-
miµgapproaches seem to have great potential for the 
solutions of the general problem. Linear programming 
and zero-one integer programming seem to be the most 
commonly used mathematical programming approaches used 
in attacking scheduling problems. 
A principal characteristic of all algorithms, aimed 
at the solution of sequencing problems, is the magnitude 
of the computation effort involved. Although this effort 
is very small compared to total enumeration, it increases 
very rapidly as the size of the problem increases. Ac-
cording to Gere [13] and Sisson [30], to overcome this 
dimensionality problem most prior sequencing formulations 
which are carried to solution impose in part or in whole 









:1. There are no random or uncertain elements. 
2. The time to process each job on each machine 
is known. 
3. The technological ordering for each job is 
given. Once the job routing is given no 
alternative routings are permitted. 
4. Each job is an entity, even though it might 
be composed of individual parts. This 
eliminates "Job Splitting" between machines. 
It also eliminates assembly operating. 
5. A machine may not process more than one job 
at a time. 
6. Once a machine has begun to process a job, 
it must complete that job before starting 
on another. 
7. Manpower of uniform ability ~s always 
available and machines never break down. 
8. Due dates are known and fixed. 
9. There is only one of each type of machine 
\ 
in a process. 
Research in the one machine deterministic sequen-
d;ng problems where the above assumptions have been imposed 
has been extensive. According to Elmaghraby [7], the 
optimal sequence has been found that minimizes the (1) 
maximum tardiness, (2) weighted sum of completion times, 
13 
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(3) we~ghted sum of tardiness, (4) total cost of 
tardiness, (5) total penalty if the jobs are ''related" 
to each other, (6) total setup time or setup cost (when 
either is sequence-dependent), (7) total cost of pro-
cessing when the processor is characterized by a si~gle 
state-variable, (8) number of cha~geovers when the 
products are subject to a demand schedule, (9) total 
cost of production to produce, but independent of 
sequence. Undoubtedly the study of the single machine 
case has shed light on the more complicate4 multiple 
machine problem. 
Jobs can be identified at either the start or end 
of a process. This point of job identity,when used to 
specify specific customer orders for multi-component 
items, will determine machine utilization and in-process 
and finished goods inventory costs. To date no one has 
specifically examined the problems associated with and 
trade offs of job identity within a process. 
For an extensive review and bibliography of 
sequencing see (7] and [10]. 
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL FORMULATION 
Problem Formulation 
The material flow betwee~ the stranding (Stage I) 
and cabling (Stage II) operations can be illustrated 
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\ at St~ge I go into intermediate stor~ge between the two 
stages. These units remain in inventory until there i·s 
sufficient stock to construct a particular cable core. 
Output, a standard linear footage based on gauge and pair 
size, of the two st~ges is taken up_ on unit and core 
trucks. 
Sequenci~g through the system is constrained by 
the machine capacity at each stage, the amount of 
in-process inventory which is allowed to accumulate 
between the stages and minimum and maximum number of 
cable cores which are required in a given planning 
horizon. 
In the subsequent formulation of the model, the 
notation and definition of terms will be, where 
applicable, consistent with the continuous flow model 
presented by Kornbluth and Lepage [23]. To handle the 
case of a discrete-multiple unit process some of the 
continuous flow constraint equations in the original 
model were modified and a constraint was added for the 
removal of twisted wire. 
The production capacity of a machine for each 
discrete time period is divided into two parts. (1) 
a penalized capacity which is equivalent to the maximum 
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a set-up change, and (2) a changeover capacity which 
is equivalent to the capacity lost during a set-up. 
Thus a machine's throughput is given by the equation: 
penalized capacity+ changeover capacity• 
throughput. 
A set-up in a given period'.- will not be required 
the following two conditions hold: (1) only one 
material has been scheduled for production in the 
period under consideration, and (2) the machine was 
(1) 
working on the same material at the end of the previous 
period. By utilizing a restricted entry into the basis 
for the linear programming solution, the model is able 
to consider set-up times (changeover capcaity) in its 
attempt at optimization. The changeover capacity will 
be able to enter the basis only if the above two con-
ditions hold. The machines throughput, if a set-up is 
not required, is given by equation (1). If a set-up 
change is required in the period on the machine specif-
ied, then the changeover capacity is not allowed to 
enter the basis, and the machine capacity is given by 
the equation: 
penalized capacity< throughput (2) 
In the development and solution of the prob1em it 
was ·assumed that all units and cable cores could be 
17 
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produced on all machines in the respective stages. In 
the system this model was developed fo~ the above 
assumption is realistic. For other applications this 
restriction could be relaxed with minor adjustments in 
the constraints of the model. 
Notation 
,. 
(1) Let n be the number of equal discrete time 
periods in a given make-span of total length 
N, n= 1 , 2, ••• , N. 
(2) A set of L different cable cores are manu-
factured from a combination of J units. 
Cable cores are differentiated by number of 
units and gauge. 
(3) Cj& is the number of units j required to 
assemble a particular cable code 1. 
(4) Sj is the number of units j which can be 
processed immediately at Stage II at the 
beginning of the sequencing run. 
(5) G. is the upper limit on the number of J 
units j which can be in storage at the 
\ 
end of each Qtime period n. The maximum 
total intermediate storage of all units 
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(6) MI·N MAX E1 and E1 are •the minimum and maximum 
limits placed on the cable cores to be produced 
in a given planning horizon. The minimum and 
maximum units are denoted by MjMIN and MjMAX. 
The relationship of these limits is given by: 
M MAX> 
j -
M MAX <·min {number of unit trucks 
j - available, machine 
capacity} 
E MAX> E MIN 
R, - R, 
E1MAX ~ min {demand during-make span, 
number of core trucks 
available, machine capacitrl 
(IJR. * (ER. MAX)~ Mj MAX + S j 
Cjn * (E MIN)< M MIN 
A, R, - j 
{7) Let Mij represent a penalized throughput 
capacity for machine i and unit j in Stage I. 
Mij is equivalent to the maximum output in 
one time period less the lost production due 
to a set-up change in that period. Qij 
represents a changeover capacitr for machine 
(8) 
;.; '·.~ '' ,,' ... : -, ; . ,, ' . ' 
i and unit j in St~ge I. Qij is equivalept to 
the lost output during a set-up change. 
Similarly Ek! and ZkR, refer to the penalized 
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cable core ton machine kin Stage 11. Ekt is 
equivalent to the maximum output in one time 
period less the lost production due to a set-up 
change in that period. Zkt is equivalent to 
the lost output during a set-up change. 
(9) Let D be the number of twisted reels in gn 
inventory ahead of the stranding operation 
of gauge gin period n. Agj is the number of 
twisted reels of gauge g required to make one 
unit j-. 
Variables 
The variables of the model in Stage I are: 
Tijn represents the fraction of machine i's penalized 
capacity which is allocated to processing unit j in 
period n for Stage I: 
0 ~ Tijn ~ 1, for all i,j,n. 
Rijn represents the fraction of mach}ne i's changeover 
capacity (added throughput) which is allocated to 
unit j in period n for Stage I if a set-up is not 
required: 
0 ~ Rijn ~ 1, for all i,j,n. 
(3) 
(4) 
Tijn and Rijn are tied by the restricted entry condition: 
Rijn c:g] implies Tijn [;~], for all i,j,n. 
20 
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·Thus no cha~geover capacity can be claimed, a set-up 
will be required, unless the pr~gram chooses to 
schedule unit j on machine i for the entire peri.od n. 
The variables of the model in Stage II are: 
Pk&n represents the fraction of machine k's penalfzed 
capacity which is allocated to processi~g cable core 1 
in period n for Stage II: 
0 ~ Pktn ~ 1, for all k,1,n. 
Wktn represents the fraction of machines k's cha~ge-
over capacity which is allocated to cable core 1 in 
period n for Stage II if a set-up is not required: 
0 ~ Wktn ~ 1, for all k,1,n. 
Pktn and Wk!n are tied by the restricted ent~y 
Thus a changeover capacity (added throughput) cannot 
be claimed, a set-up will be required, unless the program 
chooses to schedule cable core 1 on machine k for the • 
entire period n. 
In all equations summation is over 
\ 
values of the indices unless otherwise 






The constraint equationsof the model are as follows 
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1. Machine Availability. The fractions of a 
machine's capacity in any period that is allocated to 
each product must total up to one or less. 
Thus for Stage I, 
and similarly 
l Tijn ~ 1, 
j 
for Stage II, 
for all i,n, 
for all k,n. 
These equations allow, due to fractional quantities, 
more than one product to be scheduled on a machine in 
a given time period. Ideally of course one would like 
as many Tijn's and Pktn's as possible to be at their 
(7) 
(8) 
upper limit of 1, so that set-up changes are not required. 
2. Changeover Allowance. Added capacity can be 
obtained in the time period n if a set-up on machine i 
is not required. The changeover equations for Stage I 
are: 
-Tij(n-l) + Rijn ~ O, for all i,j,n. (9) 
Rijn can only enter the basis if Tijn = 1. The following 
two conditions must be considered for equation (9): 
(a) If O ~ Tijn <l, then Rijn = O. A changeover 
capacity cannot be claimed in period non 
machine i because a set-up will be required 
to process another material j an machine i 
in period n. 
22 
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(b) If Tijn • 1, then Rijn ~ 0 because a set-up was 
not required in period non machine 1. Rijn 
can only be greater than zero if the material j 
was scheduled on machine i in the previous 
period. This is covered by the term: 
Tij(n-1) 
which can take values between O and 1. 
If: 
Tij(n-1) = O, 
then 
Rijn = O, 
because a set-up will have to be made in 
period n before machine i can start to process 
material j. 
On the other hand, if: 
Tij(n-1)=; l, 
then 
Rijn = 1, 
and an added throughput can be claimed because 
the model chose to continue processi~g the 
same material for two consecutive time periods. 
If: 








Rijn !. Tij(n-1)' 
because the machine had been worki~g on material j 
for part of the previous period, and has scheduled 
to process material j for the entire current period. 
Since Rijn can claim an amount equal to the pro-
portion of the time spent by machine ion material 
j in the previous period, this is .at best a con-
servative approximation to the real system. 
The state of the system at the beginning of the 
planning horizon can be handled by setting the indices 
in equation (9) to: 
Rij 1 !. T ij 0 
The optimizing LP mechanism has a choice to continue to 
process material j on machine i in period 1 with a 
changeover capacity equal to one. 
The changeover equations for St.age II are: 
-Pkt(n-l) + Wktn ~ O, for all k,1,n, (10) 
which act in the same manner as discussed for Stage I. 
3. Units Processed. The total number of units 
which ~an be processed in Stage I is constrained by: 
l· l Mij Tijn + Qij Ri. < Mj MAX for all j' (11) 
' JD -i n 
and 
l l Mij Tijn + Qij Rijn > M MIN for all j • . (: :_; )· 
' 
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4. Cable Cores Processed. The total number of 
cable cores which can be processed in Stage II is 
constrained by: 
EM~, !: l Ekt Pktn + zkt wktn < for all t, 
-
t k n 
and 
Ir Ek! pk!n + zk! wk!n > E ~.~N for all t. 
- t ' 
(13) 
(14) 
5. Cab le ·core Processing. At the end of time period 
n the total amount of cable cores that can be processed 
through Stage II must be less than or equal to the total 
number of units that were processed through Stage I in 
the previous time periods plus the starti~g stock. 
Therefore, 
n' [II Mij Tij(n-1) + Qij Rij(n-1)1 ~ sj, for i n 
all j, and n' = 1, 2, ••• N. 
6. In-Process Inventory Level. The number of 
units of each code which are allowed to remain in 
inventory at the end of a time period is given by: 
n' { ! Mij Tij(n-1) + Qij Rij(n-1)-
for all j, and n' = 1,2, ••• ,N. 
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The cumulative amount of in-process inventory can 
not be greater than the total available storage space, 
Thus: 
n' 
r- r I M i j n ij 
for n' =- 1,2, ••• ,N. (17) 
7. Twisted Wire Inventory Removal. The number of 
units j which can be made in time period n cannot be 
greater than the amount of twisted wire, which is in 




~ I D g(n-1)' 
n 
for all g and n' = 1,2, ••• ,N. 
8. The Common Non-Negativity LP Conditions Musi 
Hold. 
> O, for all i,j,n, 
-





The objective function of the model is to maximize 
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It stands to reason, that this obj·.ective cannot be 
accomplished if set-up changes are excessive. Therefore, 
with the given constraints, the model will try to set 
machines up with lo~g production runs of the same type 
of product. The results obtained with this model will 
be discussed in the next chapter. 
For the case under investigation the maximization 
of throughput is consistent with present operati~g 
conditions. Management is concerned on a daily basis 
with output at the various cable operations. The 
objective function could be changed to minimize make 
span by ass~gni~g to each of the processing variables 
(T .. , Pkn ) and changeover variables (Ri. , Wkn ) a 1Jn Al_n · · J n A,n 
cost term which is proportional to the throughput 
generated by each variable and which increases with 
+ 
time. The computer program would hav~ to be changed to 
minimize total cost which_would result in the termina-
tion of production runs at the earliest poss·ible time 
with minimum output requirements being met •. ' 
Equations (15), (16), and (17) were modified, from 
the original model presented by Kornbluth and Lepage 
(23], to handle the case of a discrete-multiple unit 
process. This was accomplished by cha~ging the time 
27 
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subscript from n to n-1 for the St~ge I variables in 
equations (15) and (16), and the component. variable 
Cj! was added to the St~ge II variables in all three 
equations. 
and minimum 
Also the relationship between the maximum 
MAX MIN MAX production limits Et , Et , Mj , 
MjMIN was established so their interaction was consis-
tent with the technol~gical conf~gurations of a cable 
shop. Equation (18) was added to handle the case of 
twisted wire inventory removal. All other ·equations 









To evaluate the effect of the two methods of 
identifyi~g customer orders(hereafter referred to as 
STPID for identity at strandi~g and SHPID for identity 
at sheathing) thitteen measures of effectiveness were 
calculated and summarized in Table 2. These 
·measurements are as follows: 
(I) Stage I results. 
1. Set-ups 
2. Units output 
3. Units output/Processing time 
(II) Stage II results 
1. Set ... ups 
2. Cable cores output 
3·. Unit of equivalent cable core output 
4. Million conductor feet (MCF) output 
5. Unit output/Processing time 
6. MCF output/Processing time 
7. Unit in-process inventory after period 1 
8. Unit in-process inventory afte~ period 2 
29 
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(III) Sys.tem results 
I 
1. Tot al uni ts ·output 
2. Total units output/Total proce~si~g time· 
• The common measure of output in Western Electtic Cable 
Shops, million co.nductor feet (MCF), is given by the 
expression: 
~~_./ 
MCF = (2* No. of Pairs* Linear Foot~ge)/106 
... 
Processing time is the length of the planning horizon 
. 
times the number of machines in the stage. 
Results for five schedules (nos. 1 thru 5), each 
with varying model input parameters, were evaluated. 
Scaled processing rates, job configuration, length of 
" 
processing intervals, initial starting stocks, number 
of machines in each stage, and the amount of material 
(min. and max. limits) required to be produced in each 
stage for each schedule are given in Appendix A. 
Within each schedule two passes were made, one 
each for SHPID and STPID jobs. Schedules 1, 2, 3 and 
4 were execut.ed using an objective function designed 
to maximize output from both st~ges. The results of 
these schedules led to .Sch.edule 5 which us.ed an obj:ective 














Altho~gh the· model ·has the capability for initial 
machine se·t-ups (s.ee equations 9 and 10) no.ne were used 
in the five schedules to avoid any bias in the results. 
Also to avoid bias, initial startiµg stocks was used in 
Schedule 2 only. In all schedules the minimum limit of 




maximum limits on materials were varied between schedules· 
and were based, in part, on actual weekly loads. 
Due to computer core limitations, the number of 
intervals were limited to three and the number of 
different cable codes sequenced was set at six. The 
six codes, from a possible set of 24 codes that have 
to be cabled, required over 50% of the cabling effort 
in the month under st.udy. To determine which method 
(SHPID or STPID) would allow the most material to be 
sequenced in the given planning ·horizon, the length of 
t·he processi~g intervals was set relatively short in 
comparison to the amount of material that had to be 
processed. Even though material produced in the last 
time period is not allocated (in the current sequence) 
to St_age II, it can be us.ed as initial starti~g stock if 
subsequent .sche·dules are d~vetailed. Therefore, St~ge I 
results are bas.ed on all thr.ee ti.me p·eri.ods whi:le Stage II 
, results are b as.ed on t·ime Peri.ads 2 and 3. In this way, 
the effectiveness of sequencing at Stage I in the first 
31 
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two time peri.ods. can be .det·~rmined. If the units are 
not made in St~ge I,. t.hey cannot 
St.age II. 
be ·.sche·duled at 
The initial bas:ic s.olution to the LP= ·p:r4tb.lem is 
given with the penal~zed and cha~geover variables set 
at their lower bound of zero. As the model goes to 
optimality, changeover variables (Rijn' Wktn) are forced 
in and out of solution acco.rdi~g to th~alues assign.ed 
to ~ penalized variables (Tijn, PkR.n) • 
Since the LP technique used to solve the various 
schedules gives fractional answers for amount of product 
to be produced, a roundi~g rule was applied to the 
solutions to give integer values. A fractional quantity 
(e.g.,cable cores) at Stage II was rounded to the next 
highest value if sufficient material for that code was 
produced in Stage I during the approp~~ate time periods; 
if .. 1ot, the quantity of material was rounded down. 
Fractional units that were at most .5 were rounded up 
in St~ge I if they could be processed within Periods 1 
. and 2. Fractional units of .5 or. greater were rounded 
up in the last time peri.od and allowed to extend past 
the planning horizon. The processi~g times were 
.adjust.ed to refle.ct t.he· roundi~g. The re:sults of 
the different sequences were based on the pl~nnipg 
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exceeded the last planniµg period were not included in 
the results. 
Solution of the schedules was execut.ed on an IBM 
370/145 Computer, and the results were analyz.ed on a 
DEC PDP~lO Computer. Pr~gram descriptions are. given 




















The results of applying the two methods (SRPID and 
STPID), by schedule, are given in Table 2. In general, 
for the cases considered, it can be concluded that with 
a planning horizon of 24 and 36 hours (Schedules 1, 2 
., 
and 4) the SHPID Method allowed more units to be processed 
in the given time frame. With a 48 hour planning horizon 
(Schedule 3) greater system output is realized with the 
STPID Method. In Schedule 5 for a 48 hour planni~g 
horizon and an objective function to maximize throughput 
(units) for Stage II only, the system output was the 
same for both methods. In all schedules the number of· 
r 
units output during Periods 1 and 2 for Stage I machines 
was greater with the SHPID Methods. An example of this 
for Schedule 4 can be seen in the Gantt Charts in 
Figure 3. This explains, in part, why the output (number 
of units) in the schedules for Stage I is somewhat less 
for STPID jobs. An example of actual and rounded results 






PROCESSING LENGTH OF IDLE . . 
PERIOD 1 TIME INTERVAL TIME 
M3 (. 31) 6.39 16.00 .so 
MS{.69} 9.14 
MS(l.00) 12. 36 16.00 3.64 
. ..Q 
1. STPID, Schedule 4 Actual And Rounded 
Quantities O,n Strander 1 Of Stage I. 
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SHPID SCHEDULES STPID SCHEDULES 
STAGE I 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 .• 
Set-ups 15 13 18 15 13 14 11 13 10 6 Units Output 170 152 261 146 137 168 129 265 120 144 Processing 
Time 180 180 240 160 144 . 180 180 240 160 144 Units/Time .94 • 84 1.1 .91 .95 .93 .72 1.1 .75 1.0 
STAGE II 
Set-ups-. 8 10 6 5 7 8 10 9 6 7 Cores Output 13 18 16 7 12 13 20 23 8 11 Units Output 118· 178 147 79 104 105 177 181 69 97 MCF 88 144 115 56 71 83 146 114 60 68 w Processing 
\JI Time 48 48 64 32 64 48 48 64 32 64 
·"' Units/Time 2.5 3.7 2.3 2.5 1.6 2.2 3.7 2.8 2 .·2 1.5 
·MCF/Time 1.8 3.0 1.8 1.8 1.1 1.7 3.0 1.8 1.9 1.1 Inventory :~ 
After Period 1 7 4 13 5 8 
- 2 
- - -Inventory 
After Period 2 5 6 5 3 
- 5 
- - - -
TOTALS 
Units Output 288 330 408 225 241 273 306 446 189 241 Processing 
-
Time 228 228 304 192 208 228 228 304 192 208 ·• Units/Time 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.0 1.2 
TABLE 2. S.ummary Of Results For SHPID And STPID Sequencing Methods 
... 
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Because the processi~g time of some of the Stage I 
STPID jobs was. greater than the le~gth· of the ·planni~g 
interval when the units were rounded, t.he le~gth of 
processing extended into the next interval. This was 
the case in all five schedules for the M6-STPID job. 
The only schedule that had to be revis.ed to reflect this 
condition is shown in Figure 4. Cable core type E6 could 
} 
. 
, not be started on Cabler,6 until M6 was completed on ~ 
( Sttander 1, sometime after 35 hours. 
Starting times on Stage II jobs could be •pulled 
up" (i.e., to reflect a real feasible sequence) to start 
as soon as they were completed on Stage I machines. 
This would overcome the delay constraint of the model, 
but it would create more idle time between jobs at 
Stage II because job queues would not be allowed to 
>---1 build up ahead of Stage II. The results point out the 
fact that the stranding operation was not able to 
produce enough units to keep two cablers busy. The 
queue· in.g of jobs for lo~ger production runs more 
realistically represents cable shop operation. There-
fore, no attempt was made at "pulli~g up". 
The amount of twisted wire was held constant 
(20.00 re.els_/ga:uge/time p·eri.o.d) o.ver all 5 sch.e:dules, 
as was the amount of in-process inven·troy (100 units/ 
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results of the .sched,ules show.ed that the i·n-pr.ocess 
inventory. constraint. values were a.et .so .loose that they 
were, in fact, not constraini~g. 
Si.nee initial machine s:e·t-ups were not: us.ed in the 
• 
sequences, a set-up h.ad to be· made (and was. count.ed as 
such) at the st·art of each sch.edule. An additional 
set"up was not caunted when Ml and M4 STPID jobs were 
sequenced. In the actual construction of these jobs a 
set-µp has to be made when. goi~g from 25-pair to 5·0-pair 
units. For example, in Schedule 3 only 13 set-ups were 
count.ed as being made at the St~ge I operation. Because 
there were 6-Ml and 3-M4 jobs sche·duled, there were, 
in fact, 22 set-ups made. It is common practice in a 
cable shop not to count set-ups as being made when 
processing Ml and M4 type of jobs. Thus, the results 
tend to Benalize SHPID jobs si.nce all set-ups were 
count.ed. 
In Schedules 1 thru 4 the optimizing LP mechanism 
,J 
always sequenced more Ml and M4 STPID jobs b:ecause of 
their shorter processi~g time in comparision to M2, Ml, 
MS and M6 STPID jobs. This accounts for the fact that 
while the numb·er of cab.le cores in these sch.edules is 
greater for STPID jobs. the total MCF is .less th.an ·or 
equal to the MCF £·or SHPID jobs (see Tab.le :3). T.here-
fore, to maximize total unit t·hro:ughput, the· model 
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chose jobs with shorter pr:ocessi~g t·imes and with less 
• 
MCF at St~ge I to se~uerice throµgh St~ge II. On the 
other hand, the SHPID Meth.od allows the flexibility 
of splitting cab1e core unit components on machines in 
Stage I so that while the total proces~i~g time for 
units is equivalent, the model has a greater choice 
of caile cores to sequence. The difference in process-
ing times between E4 and E6 jobs is not s~gnificant at 
Stage II. 
SHPID METHOD E·l E.2 
Cores Output 8 1 
Unit Equivalent 
Output 56 12 
MCF 27 10 
STPID METHOD 
Cores Output 15 1 
Unit Equivalent 
Output 105 12 



































TABLE 3. An Example Of The Output At St~ge II, 
,.. 
(From .Sche:dule 3 Of Appendix A) 
As Table 4 shows, the ~ombination of El and· 84 jobs 
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the STPID Model. The SHPID Model tried to s,equence as 
many cores as possible from those cores which had the 
la~gest maximum value in the set of E1 jobs (.t•l,2, ••• ,6) •. 
Thus, the STPID Model gave biased cable core ·outputs with 
respect to El and E4 jobs while the SHPID Model tended 
to give a better distribution of putput with respect to 
weekly load requirements. 
Core Weekly SHPID STPID 
Week Type Lo:ad c·ore·s Out·p·ut Core·s Out·put 
1 .. El 4 1 A 
E2 1 
- 1 
E3 12 4 • 1 
E4 6 2 s 
ES 3 3 ·l 
E6 4 1 1 
2 El 2 1 2 
E2 2 
- 1 
-E3 1 1 1 
E4 8 8 1· 
ES 2 2 1 
E6 5. 1 1 
3 El 8 8 6 
E2 4 3 3 
E3 ,6 1 1 
E4 2 1 2 
ES 1 1 1 
E.6 1 1 1 
TABLE 4. An Example Of The Distribution Of 
Core Out.put At St~ge II (Fr·om 








.Schedules. 1 t·hru' 4 tended to i.ndicate that the 
• 
output at ·St~ge I ·was. ·great·er for :s·BP.ID .jobs while the 
output at St.age II was. ·great·er f·or STPID jobs. Also 
there were more units. :left in in-ptocess inven·t·ory at 
the end of Period 2 for the SHPID Method. This 
indicated that the units were bei~g made in St~ge I 
but were not being sequenced through St~ge II. There-
fore, the objective function for Schedule 5 was cha~ged 
to maximlze output through St~ge II. Altho~gh in 
Kornbluth and Lep~ge's [23] paper greater system output 
was obtain.ed when maximizing both stages ("push-pull" 
effort) the results of Schedule 5 indicate that greater (1 
Stage II throughput for the SHPID Method is realized for 
the "pull" effort only. With this objective function 
the LP mechanism is not concerned with. getting added 
throughput (cha~geover capacity) in Stage I. The effect 
in the planni~g horizon of increased set-ups (54%) for 
SHPID over STPID jobs cAn be seen in the reduction of 
output in Stage I for this schedule. However, cable 
cores, uni ts equivalent, and MCF was great Jr in St.age II. 
Also there were no units left in invent9ry at the end 
of Peri.ad 2. An .explanation why output · (cores, MCF 
and u~its) is. greater w.hen t.he "pull'' ob.j:ective fu.nction 















·• by a continuous process in a cable shop as they were 












co*CLUSION AND EXTENSIONS 
This thesis dealt with the development of ·a 
procedure for loading machines in an assembly operation 
(cable shop) that allowed machine thro~ghput to be 
measured when the point of customer order identity was 
moved from the first operation (strandi~g) to a "down-
stream" operation (sheathi~g). It was hypothesized that 
this "downstream'' shift would increase machine throughput 
b.ecause the system would become a generator of unallocated 
inventories which would later be matched to specific 
orders at the b~ginni~g of the sheathiµg operation. As 
a tool for analysis, a mathematical model of the stranding 
and cabling operations was formulated. 
The mathematical model that was developed for this 
analysis was an extension of the model presented by 
Kornbluth and Lepage [23] for the case of a continuous 
flow production line. Their model was modified to 
handle the case of a multiple-discrete item assembly 
operation, and a raw material input constraint was add.ed. 
tll' A restricted entry feature was incorporat.ed into a 
standard linear pr~grammi~g pack~ge to allow for set-up 













Actual shop data from a cable shop was used t~ 
demonstrate the model's feasibility. The initial 
investigation showed that moving the point of customer 
order identity from the stranding operation to the 
sheathing operation (STPID and SHPID) did, in fact, 
increase throughput in most schedules, with a slight 
increase in inventory. • 
The percentage of increased system output (units) 
of the SHPID versus the STPID Methodologies is given 
below. As the perc~ntage of increased output indicates, 
system throughput in most cases is better when the SHPID 
Method is used. This is not the case in Schedules 3 and 
• 5 when the le~gth of the p"i't=1nning horizon (48 hours) was 
i 



















I INCREASE OF 







4 48 hour planning horizon allows the stranders to 
c~uild up more inventory in Period 1, thereby keeping the 
~ablers busier in Period 2. If there is a limited amount 













the disadvant~ge to a 48 hour planni~g horizon as compared 
to a 24 or 36 hour horizon is the amount of cabler wait 
time increases (50% and 25% respectively) while the 
inventory builds up. 
In_ generai, for the cases considered, it can be 
concluded that when the planning horizon is short (24 to 
36 hours) the SHPID Method increases system throughput. 
The greatest percent i.ncrease (16.0%) occurred with a 
short planning horizon of 24 hours. As the Gantt Charts 
in Appendix A show for this schedule, the lost output due 
to_roundi~g is not significant for the STPID Method. It is 
wdrth pointi~g out that the present sequenci~g mode in 
most~Western Electric Cable Plants is over a 3 shift, 24 
.;t:· 
hour period. 
Output was increased, in part, as Table 1 shows, by 
havi~g fewer set-up changes at the cabling operation with 
an increase in unallocated in-process inventories for the 
SHPID Method. Since this inventory can be controlled with 
constraint equation 18, an upper limit can be set on its 
level so a feasible operating state can be mantained. Other 
advant~ges of the SHPID Method are as follows: 
· 1. A better distribution of cable cores output with 
respect to weekly load requirements. This is 
due to the fact that the cablers have the 
flexibility to choose a wider variety of cable 






2. In a production environment if units are· 
found defective after the strandiµg operation 
(unit testing is in fact performed here), they 
could be ''swapped'' with unallocated units from 
inventory. In this way, the cablers do not have 
to wait until the defective units are repaired 
before they start their operation. 
The cable shop under consideration in t~is report 
\ 
was restricted in terms of the number of different types 
of cable codes and time periods in the computational 
results. Also in determining the effect of moving the 
point of customer identity, the last operation (sheathing) 
was not considered in the analysis. Even though the 
SHPID Method showed favorable results for this initial 
investigation, additional experiments need to be performed, 
with the above considerations, before any real conclusion 
to the question of increasing machine throughput in a 
cable shop by moving the point of customer order identity 
can be drawn. 
From a solution standpoint the number of different 
jobs and planniµg intervals is limited in this model, 
like most a~gorithms, to computer core size. For the 
system presented the number of constraint equations was 
213 while the number of variables was 477. To overcome 
47 
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the computer dimensionality problem so additional cable 
codes and time periods could be added in the analysis, 
Manne' s concept of "dominant schedules" [2.6] might be 
of use. He suggests that only a basic subset of ''dominant'' 
or efficient possibilities should be included in the model 
since in all likelihood the optimizi~g routine will choose· 
one of these. This procedure can reduce the problem size 
quite considerably without seriously reduci~g its opti~ 
mizing potential. 
The impact at the sheathing operation of sequencing 
jobs bas.ed on the SHPID Method should be investigated to 
determine system (strand, cable and sheath) feasibility. 
For example, at one extreme, the cable core queues could 
build up to such an extent at the sheathing operation 
that the cabli~g operation would run out of empty core 
trucks for their operation and would be forced to shut 
down. This situation, if allowed to continue, would 
force all the operations to shut down. On the other hand, 
the sheathing machine idle time (waiti~g for work) could 
become excessive and customers orders would not be 
completed in a_ given time frame for a service criterion 
to be meet. 
The sheathi~g operation could be included in the 
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similar to the St~ge II variables and addi~g !he 
appropriate constraint equations. This would increase 
the present two st~ge system to a three st~ge system 
(a .SO increase in problem dimensionality). An alternative 
would be to adapt a sequencing rule such as first-come-
first-serve (FCFS) and measure the core truck turn around 
time and sheathing machine idle time. 
Possible other two stage areas for application of the 
model in a cable shop are: (1) the cable test and 
sealing operations, (2) strander-cable (this is a one 
stage operation in some cable plants) and sheatning 
operations, (3) strandi~g and twisting operations, and 
(4) insulating and twisting operations. The application 
of the mathematical model in this report is not limited 
in use to only the presented system. It can be used with 
very little re-pr~grammi~g in any two stage multiple-
discrete item and multiple-machine system as an aid in 
production planni~g. The model has the flexibility to 
allow the user to choose for his specific system the 
metholod~gy which_ gives the best operati~g results 
(i.e., identifying jobs at the start of the assembly 
operation or at a later ''downstream'' operation). After 
this determination the model can be us.ed as an analytical 







NUMERICAL DATA FOR THE CABLE SHOP 
UNDER CONSIDERATION 
(1) Standard linear footage (strander load) for 
material at each stage. The difference in foot~ge 
between the Stage I and Stage II output is due to 

















(2) St~ge I SHPID Codes (Units). 
Symb·o1 Material 
Ml 25 • pair, 22 
M2 50 " M3 25 pair, 24 
M4 50 II 
(3) St~ge II SHPID C.odes (Cable cores). 
· ·s·y·mb·o 1 
·Ma·te·r·ial 
El 20.0 pair, 2 2 .. g.a:u.g e 
E2 300 II II 
E3 600 " II E4 200 • 24 gauge pair, 
ES 300 .. '' 

























(4) St~ge I STPID Codes (Units). 
·s·y·mb·o1 Mat·e·r·1·a1 ·co·n·s·t·r·uc· t·i·on 
Ml 200 pair, 22 . ga~ge (6)25, (1)50 pair, 22 . ga~ge M2 300 
" '' (12)25 pair, 22 . ga~ge M3 600 
" " (12)50 " '' M4 200 pair, 24. ga~ge (6)25,(1)50 pair, 24 gauge MS 300 " '' (12)25 pair, 24 ga~ge M6 600 
" '' (12)50 " '' 
(5) Stage II STPID Codes (Cable Cores). 
Symbol Materi·a1 c·o·n·s·t ru·c·t·1·on 
El 200 pair, 22 gauge (l)Ml 
E2 300 " " (l)M2 E3 600 II 
" (l)M3 E4 200 pair, 24 gauge (l)M4 
ES 300 " '' (l)MS E6 600 " " (l)M6 
Processing Rates 
(6) SHPID job processing rates (strander loads per 
hour) for Stage I machines. 
Ml 
Machine i, 4.9 






(7) STPID job processi~g rates (strander loads per 
hour) for St~ge I machines. 
'Ml 
Machine i, 0.6 
































(8) Processi~g rates (strander loads per hour) for 
St~ge II machines. These rates are the same for 
both SHP.ID and STPID jobs. 
·MATERIAL 
'El E2 E3 E4 ES ·E6 
Machine k, 2.1 0.9 1.4 1.5 1.2 1.0 (k=l,2) 
(9) Changeover time was assumed constant at .5 hours 
per set-up cha~ge per stage. · 
Constant values 
(10) Initial starting stock. Starting stock was 
assumed to be zero in all sch.edules except 
Schedule 2. The amount of material available 
is equivalent for both methods. 
Sl 
SHPID Meth.od 24 




































(12) Intermediate stock limits (Ubtts). 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
- - - - - -
Finished Stock (Gj) 100 100 100 100 100 1·00 
Maximum Stock (F.j) 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Maximum allowable stock (G) on all Materials •100 
Material Limits 
(13) Pro'duct requirements (units) Stage I. A minimum 



































































STPID METHOD MAXIMUM LIMITS 




































































(14) Product requirements (cable cores) St~ge II. A 
minimum limit of o.ne cable core was placed in all 
material. 
.MA.XI MUM ·t·r·MIT S 
sc·hedule we·ek 'El 'E2 ·EJ 'E4 · 'ES ·E6 
1,2 1 4 1 12 6 3 4 
2 2 2 1 8 2 5 
3 8 4 6 2 1 1 
.3, 4 4 1:'9 
.5 3 4 2 3 
5 3 8 ,4· 6 2 1 1 
Schedule DescriEtion 
The results of Schedules 1 and 2 are an average of 
three separate sequences. Each sequence had a different 
~aximum amount of material (weekly load) to be made. 
Because Schedule 2 was allowed starting stock, the 
maximum limits at the Stage I operation were reduced 
accordingly. 
The number of Stage II machines (cablers) was the 
same for all schedules, 2 machines. Schedules 1 thru 4 
had 5 machines (stranders) available for processtng units. 
The number was reduced to 3 machines for Schedule 5. The 

















The Gantt Charts that follow are 'the: r.ounded 
·results as discussed in Chapter IV of each :sch.edule 
for each method cons.ider.ed. St.age I output is represented 
by the quanity under each column headed ST i (i•l, ••• ,5), 
; 
and St.age II output is under the columns CB k (k=l·, 2) ·• The 
type of material scheduled is represented by a three 
digit number (ABC) with the followi~g nomenclature: 
(1) A: The stage (1,2) the material is scheduled. 
(2) B: Type of material (~,Eb) scheduled. 
(3) C: Time period (1,2,3) material is scheduled. 
The five d~git number at the bottom of each material 
scheduled represents the quantity m-ade. 
The Gantt Charts were executed by a routine which 
is part of a heuristic sequencing system [2] that was 
, .. 














GANTT CMART or MAC"lNt ACTIVITY 
ST 1 Sf 2 ST~ ST 4 ST, CB 6 CB 7 
, 1t1 131 13i 131 -121 
, I ! ! I I ! l I I t 
, I . t I I I ! I I I t 
91 I ?.: 1,1 t,t I.I t, 
• 
, I ! : I . I I I I I I 
, , .. ~. f ! I I ! ! t t I 
1 00~06 ! I I ! I I t I ii, 131 ., 1,1 1.1 :.1 !, 
• 
, t ! !•••I I••;! I•••! I ~ I 
• t•-•! 01111 ee011 1,2 1--·! 
• 0ee0• 112 1~2 1 1 121 232. 
19, 122 ,! 1,1 1,1 !,I !,I-••!, 
1 I ! ! 1· 1 ! I I I ! 00::-11 
t I ! ! I I ! I. I I I 252 
, I : ! I! I I I I t·t ! 
211, I ! , ! I • I ! , I I • I t , I ! • 
ti !! II !I !I ti I 
1 ! ! ! I 1-.;1 ! I I 1 I t 





251 123 ,0!918, 123 ,11123,01~20,Pl?B3, 2i3, 
, i ! 123 1 ! 113 133 243 1---t 
1 t ! ! . I s-.;: ! I I. I I t e12a1 
1 I : ! I ;0013 I t I t 1-•~I 2&3 
SI, I !,! I. 13:S ,I !,I !,0'1~B2.I•••!, 
, I ! I I 1--~! 1 I I ! 233 ee~21 
, t : : t ee01J, : 1 t e0i"1 233 
I ' ! ·! I t I , • .:, .. , I I 
S9, I•••!,! .J, ,! !,IJ0A1~, ,1·--1, 
• e•121 !•••l I•••! 11002 
1 ··11111 11118 
Jf 
GANTT CMART or MACMINE ACTIVITY 
ST 1 ST 2 ST 3 ST 4 ST 5 CB 6 Cl 7 
I l41 111 111 1•1 141 
, I ! ! I 1 ! I I I I 
,I !! 11 t! II I 
9, I 1.:---1.1 !.t I.I 11 • 
, I I 01001 I : I I I I 
, t ! 121 I ! I•-•! I I 
I I ! : I I'! I I 
ii, I !,! 1,1·-~!. ,I I, 
• 
,t !1 I I I 
, I ! I I 00012. 1'12 I I 
, I : : ---1 132 ! ! I t 222 212 
• 
• 
is, l•••!,aeee1.1 :.1 1.1-~-,.1 1,1 I, 
, ,1ee2 1•2 1 : 1 : ee,12 1---t I 1 
, 1,1 : 1 I : ! 1 112 ea?a1 1---1 
, I ! : t I ! ,---: I I 2•2 ~1ee3• 
JI, I !,! 1,1 I,· .1---1,t :. 2,2 • 
1 I : :---1 I ! 01~11 1-~-1 I t 
, 1 : I : 1,2 ~m?02 I t 
, I : 00011 I ! ~1102 I t 2~2 1---1 
2 9 , I 1 , 133 , ! ! • 1 ! 3 , I I • t • • - ! • 2 4 3 , 
, I ! :· I 1--~! ! I I I ~0~01 1·--1 
, 1 : : 1 133 : 1 1 1 2~J eee14 
, 1 : ! I I :. 1 1 1 t r0 1 a1 253 
31, I !,! 1,1 1,t t,1 I, 2i3 .1---1, 
, I ! ! I I ! I I I I ~0?01 m1111· 
, t : ! I I t I I l•.;.•I 
, I ! I 1 I t I I 1153 
39, I•••!,: 1,1 !,t•-•1,1 I, 
• • 
• eeee1 : 1 1 t e111e1 1 I 
, 133 ! I I ! t· t 
1 I ! ! - --1 I ! I I 
41, I :,01111,1·-~!. ,I I, 
• 
, t ! 02012 I I 
, I : I••• 1 
, I ! 111111 
•!, I !. • • • • • , . 
I I : 
I I I 
I I : 
51, I•••!, I • • • • • 
, 21911 
Schedule 1. Week 1, ·sHPID and STPID Output 
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GANTT CMAAT o, MACHINE ACTIVITY GANTT CMAAT Or MACHINE ACT[VJTY 
ST 1 ST 2 ST 3 ST • ST 
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• 121 131 13i 131 1,1 • 161 131 111 1,1 1,1 
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' ' ' 
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• 11004 • 
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I • 0eee, 
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• 131' • I I ' 141 
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• I ' ' I ' 
• 
' 
t I I" I • • I I ' ' • I I • • • • • ' • • • • • le, I ' ' I , I • • ! • ' ' ' • ii I I ! I ! 1,1•-.;.!,I I I I I • • . ' . • • • I • 
• I • :---, , __ . • t , ___ , I • ' 1 :---! I 
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• "" . • • I • • 
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I 00002 ;-0001 I I• • 
'"007 • I I • 0m00• 112 2•2 · 
' 
t t I 122 142 I I 212 212 • I • • I • • 1,. 122 ' I , I • 112 • I t,t-•-1, i,, I !,!---1.1 ! • ! !,l--•l,111.11. • • • • • I 
• I • I I ' • • ! • 1--·! ee,01 I ' """~,. ' 
• I ! 1,2 232 • • • I • • I • 
• I • • I I ! ! t 00C"B6 2,2 I • 142' t t . ! ' I I 111111 • • • • • I 
• I • • I 
' ' 
s ! 132 e'!0~01 t • ' I I I I I I t 2•2 • I I • • • • 21, I t • I • I ! '! --- ! • ! ! • 262 
. 22 • . I t ,.,-.. :., ' • ' '1 ! • • • • • • ,---... I I I • 
' 
I • • I I I 00012 • ' 1-e-! 02001 • I ' f .. t ' 
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The computer pr~grams used to. gen·erate t.he tableau 
and subsequently to s.olve the res·trict.ed entry LP 
problem consists of a main pr~gram and five subroutines. 
The programs are written in a. general nat·ure so that any 
2-st~ge production system can be described with a minimum 
of re-pr~gramming. 
The parameters with regard to number of machines and 
number of products in each stage and the number of time 
periods in the planning horizon are set in the main 
program (e .• g. I,J,K,L,N). The appropriate subroutines 
are then called from the main program. The subroutines 
!t. 
arer (1) RATE21, (2) LPRM21, (3) TAB22, (4) STAG21, 
and ( 5 ) S I MP Z • 
Penalized (Mij' Ek!) and Changeover (Qij' Zk! 
parameters are specified in Subroutine RATE21, alo~g 
with the length of the planning interval and the time 
required to make a set-up change at each st~ge. The 
multiple~component matrix (Cj!) is defined in Subroutine 
LPRM21. With the ap·p.ropriate values ·Subr~outi.ne TAB22 
. generates the initi.al non-bas:ic matr-ix s.hown in Fi:g·ure 5. 
The s·ize of e:ach i.ndiv.idual matr-ix with the: co·r.respo.ndi~g 
constraint equation numbers from Chapter III is shown. 
65 
If a sub-matrix does .not have a dashed line thro~gh it, 
then it is a null ·matrix. T.he cost co.e.fficient vector 
associat.ed with the obj:ective function is· also generated 
in this subroutine. This matrix is then ·pas.s.ed to 
Subroutine STAG21 which adds the initial bas:ic matrix 
to the left side of the initial non-basic matrix, and 
adds the right-hand side to the LP tableau. Solution to 
the t~bleau is performed in Subroutine SIMZ. Results of 
the LP solution are punched into data cards which are 
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i~j*(n-1)= (i~j*n)-b (i*j*n)-b b k*t*(n-1 )= (k*1*n)-a b . a 
F~gu.re 5 
Initial Non-Bas·ic Tableau 
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T.he CPU eX:e.cution t·imes of each .of the f.ive multiple 


























To relax the assumption that all products can be 
made on all machines in the appropriate st~ges, the 
corresponding columns which represent the variables in 
the tableau could be set to zero or removed. If those 
columns were removed, then the dimensionality of the 
tableau would be reduced. To describe other two st~ge 
systems the values associated with the constant variables 
(Mij' Qij' Ek&' Zk&' cj 1 )would have ~o be changed in 
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